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ABSTRACT

A model for emission of the hard photons of gamma bursts is
presented. The model assumes accretion at nearly the E+dington
limited rate onto a neutron Gtar without ,,lagnetic a field. Ini-
tially soft photons are heated as they are compressed between the
accreting matter and the star. A large el~ctric field due to rela-
tively small charge separation is reqhlred to drag electrons into
the star .#ith the nuclei against the flux of photons leaking tiut
through the accreting matter, The photon nl.lher is not irlcreased
substantiall”~ by bremsstrahlung or any other process. instability
in an accretion disc might provide the infalling n,atter required,

INTRODUCTION

The hard spectra of commom gamma bursts (as opposed to the
singular March 5 event) have been interpreted as (1) optically thin
bremsstriihlung,l 3 (2) thin electron synchrotrons radiation,q 6 aml
(3) a comptonized soft black body spectrum.7 Here we propose a
fourth radiation mechaniom nam,:ly photon compression and diffusion,
One may rightfully wonder why, with so many possible mechanisms to
c.iomsP from, another may be of importuncc, If onr assumes thaL hot
●lectrons are available, then there arc obviously many ways for such
electrons to ●mit hard photons, In the case of bremsstrahlullR, thr
emissim mrchanisrn is weak, of order a compared tc 16Cmlptoll Scat-
tering, and the source must IMJ highly extendrd - 10 cm to ~void
self absorption.a Hence the rapid fluctuations observed ill almost
all gwmna bursts~ would be Impossible. in thr casr of synl’hrotro[l
rad{ation and Compton scattering the problem is crealing a[ld mail~-
taining the nrcessary hot clvrtrons. Liang 1° l~~s p[Jirl[(*tl OUt Itlilt.

elL’CtrOn radiation in a stroll&, magnetic f’ir]d is ti(J rlio(’tive th;lt,
Ja radiating layer morr than 10 Compton reran fr~e puths thirk woul~l

he oplirally thick and lead to a black body npcrlrurn, covtrnry to
observations. Pnir formaiion nnd annihilutiofi !urthr~flr~stric~~ 11)(I
physical thickn~ss of such a radia~ing ]ayrr to 10 to 10 cm,
Thr problem is then finding any prorr~ti to krrp ~urh n lnyrt- hot.
For rxamplr, if thr imating ~s to br donr by Alfv;n w:ivr~i, as pro-
posed by Liang at this mrrling, L!irn thrs(~ All’v&n w~vrs rnukt
originalr ~n and propagntr throu~h region~ whirh do not rndiill(’
photons notwithstanding Lhr hi~h enrrRy denKitirsJ that must br



involvt’d. For Alfv&I waves to propagate ~on8 cu~ed field l!g-p
the ❑inimum rest ❑aaa density becomes p ~ B12/(4n c ) = 40 g cm , a
value that violates the assumption of a vacuum magnetic field.
Similarly if one postulates a high temperature region free of mag-

7 to Compton heatnetic field as would be required by Fenimore et al
a soft photon flux, one has the problem of how to keep these
electrons hot using a source of energy that does not introduce more
●lectrons than is allowed by the “thin” approximation,

For these reasons we have spent some time attempting to find an
●mission mechanism for garmna bursts that converts a reasonable
source of ●nergy into the hard photon spectrum observed. We believe
we have found such a mechanism as the normal consequence of moder-
ately thin (T = 1 to 4) accretion o~to a field free neutron star.
The model is that photons of nearly constant number are St?’qUti’TItldl;l/

compressed, heated, diffused, further compressed, heated, diffused
and ultimately escape in a hard spectrum at an average flux near the
Eddington limit, but with wide fluctuations.

The physics of such accretion is complex. To begin with:

1. The mats flux corresponding to steady state Eddirgton limit
accretion corresponds to a thickness of T S 2. The accreting
matter cannot be much thicker, else the energy r’lux of radia-
tion will be less than the kinetic energy flux of infalling
matter.

2, In a transient state when th~ initial instantaneous photon flux
corresponds to a value much less than the Eddington limit flux,

%M ‘
the free fall time is very much less than th~ time nrcrs-

sary to multiply the photon number by bremsstr~hIunR, Thcre-
f~re, accretion with T = 2 to 4 occurs withoul increasr in the
photon nurnher.

CALCULATIONS

lie hdvc modeled this phenomenon with u onr-dimensions] (rudial)
multi-energy group numerical calculation with mass layrrs ~nd phntoll
diffusin in both ●nergy and r~diua. Both radintion strrss ~n~l
gravity accelerate thr accreting matter. Thv nrutron ~ttir surfacr
iu assumrd to have an alhrdo of unity, miiss layrrs arc mrrgcd with
the surface uhrn they get within AH of i~ and eacl) layer is trc~ilt~’(1

as a semi=tranaparcnt diffusp scattl*rinR lnyrr with zrro h~~iit
capncity and there!orc no defined temperature, A photon numhrr
dert~ity correapondinK to a small Lrmprraturr initinlly sccdfi thr
prohlcrd. A typical rrsulting sprrtrum is Hhown if) thr I’igurr whrrr
Lhc initial aped Lemprrhturr WUK0.35S kPV, T, , = 212 (int~gr:itrd
Lo infinity) ●nd Lhr initial velority distr. h’ti’.lon corrt’sponllrd 10
free ion. Thr curve drawn throu~h thr point~ ik lhnt corrrspodillg
to a thin l]rwn~~trahlung distrihuticn with k’l’~,= 13~) krV.



Fig. A y-burst spectrum from field frer mtitter arcreting
onto a neutron star. Tim curve is a brernsstrahlullg fit
with kTC, = 139 krk’.



3. The photon number density always greatl~4exceeds
‘h’l:}~’%lnumber density since n

while at 1 keV, u .L:;:’f:-~.’O “~’ ‘r cmTherefore the elec~ron
specific heat is !&gligible compared to that of the photons.

4. Provided the electrons do not run away in the charge separation
electric field, the electron temperature will be an avera~e of
the local photon ●nergy. Hence electron recoil and comptoniza-
1 m where the thermal ●nergy content of the hot or cold elec-
trons heats or cools the photons can be neglected. In fact,
runaway will not occur because an electron undergoes many
photon collisions in a distance ●qual to its energy multiplica-
tion

‘ista~~ an; ;ence?{’%mb~~ %~;s%;s i~c~3;;c~m=s2A/(2 kT /in )
O c$ -e(c/v ) sufficient to ensure against runaway.

~~g~:s that ~Te This
= <hv>/3 consistent with the large number of

ecollisions,
5. ~ig~$ for matter freely fall’ng at a constant rate,

-3
$ pdR a

the thickness pR = R and so photons will sca ter and
be he;ted within several radii of the neutron star. From this
distance the free fall time is roughly equal to the diffusion
time. This ensures that some photons are trapped and raised in
energy hy compression, yet also ensu:?es that leakage allows the
large photon heating without exceeding the ?ddiugton limit.
Since the gravitational potential is roughly c /5, the llmiting
free fall velocity is Z c/2. The diffusion “velocity” is
roughly (c/37’) so that T ❑ 1 to 2 meets the criterion.

6, The neutron star surface has an albedo of the order of unity.
Since bremsstrahlung ib small compared to Compton scattering,
the “surfac~” is where there first exists an addit.ion..l scat-
tering mean free path. Therefore a photon reaching th(’
“surface” from lar~er radius has a high probability mf hci’lg
scattered b~ck out, rather than being absorbed and reemitted as
is necessary to establish a blat’k body spectrum.

7. Th~ photons added to the accreting matt~r during tree fall due
to thr neutron star surface rmission tire not larRe compared to
the assumed in situ number density, Since tti~ free fall tinw
is comparable to the escupe timrt the net additiGn of photons
after the start of free fall is not greater than srvera! fold,

8, Photons that remain local, i.e+., trapped, are comprc~ser~ hy ti
factor no greater than the local matt~r compression ratio, q,
NO thtit photon~ Lnat remain trapped within
matter are increased in cn~rgy by thr f.c&@enTll’%YsO:
(-ollstr~int in th~ numrrical calculation. l!’ lhv probl~m tou-
siNtH 0! n layers tind a minimum R/All = qmuxt the maximum

::;E~;93 ‘n ~lle

rgy cf a giww photol~ brrornrs of” the ordrr
.

9, Thr Fdd1118t011 limit flux just llalallcr~ rildiali i prr~~urr‘?
atiain~t the gravitational form, whi(h i~ Gtl ./Ii ~cr ulljt
maNNm TO drr~l~rntr frrrly fallin~ tniltLrr

,I)NJ ,,iKtan,m,, ~



requires an impulse per unit mass of the momentum v Zto be
supplied in a time 2AR/v and therefore requires a force v /2 AR.

The ratio of the flux required to decelerate the m~tter to the

Eddington flux is therefore v2R2/2Gt+&R which is R/AR taking

+%
account of Vz = 2G /R. The bremsstrahlung rate is propor-

tional to n: or AR- and the time of d .Celeration is propor-

tional to AR so that the total number of photons produced by

bremsstrahlung is proportional to l/AR the same as the decel-
eration flux. Therefore, for all AR and the previous con-
ditions, the photon heating rate by the free fall ❑atter will
exceed the photon multiplication rate by bremsstrahlung.

10. Double compton scattering will increase the photon number at a
rate compared to Compton scattering:

‘double c
= (1/137) UC(%)2 .

mc

The highest energy photons have on the average undergone the
most scattering and so are the most likely to have made a
second photo~ along the way. The number of scattering per
doubling is2 roughly 3, so the number o!’ scattering going from
(3 keV + mc ) % 3 log2( 160) = 22. Then

22 u
double c——. w

o
]/6 <(~;)2>

c mc

which is < 1 so that double Co )Lon does not limit photon
‘Yenergy significantly until hv > m~- .

L Tnr free falling matter is d~celerate.1 only when the photon
enerRy cxcet’ds the matter energy. Neither l)remsstri]hlunR nor
“~ub]e Compton scattering al f’ect the total photon energy, thv

-st kcause of limited time, and thr fircond herausr it mrrvly
r~(i “:tributes the photon enrrgy, i.r., makes a softer spectr~n.
W(’ I IVP chosen our thirkness surh that compression heatinR
prom 1 is at just about thr ratr that photon rn~r~y i~ lost by
di !’i’IIs I ri, To illustrate this point w- take thr diflusiorl
photon I ,lsi~y distribution l~etwcel~ nt iI refl~ctor at x = O and
un OULCI boundary tit X:

P ❑ Cos (nx/2x)

Thr collit+ion ratr is

N ‘ ,., , = J: cup dx



F
= CO d~ I3dx X”

The escape per collision is n2/(12T2). Hence if it requires 3
collisions on the average to double the photon energy, then the
total retained photon energy will remai ~~~nstant if the prob-
ability of escape per collision is 2 correspondin~ to
T 1.= Hence a modest Increase In 1 , will effectively trap the
photons and thei~,+otal ●nergy can inc -ease without limit
proportional to q . Hence we feel a na:ural limit to com-
pre~sion will be reached when y-y collisions lead to pairs that
then substantially increase T. This offers a natural photon
energy limit to the spectrum that is flux sensitive.

It seems reasonable to assume that the photon diffusion
terminates when pair production doubles the lepton density.
The calculations do not include pair production or this limit.

CALCULATIONPA&4tfETERS

The calculation of the figure is relatively -insensiti=~e (= 20%)
to chan~es in energy group size (wi+L/wi) :42, number of zones
n > 10, and AR/K ~ 0.005, If the inltlal seed temperature of .35
ke~ is reduced, then the energy group size. and AR must be smaller
and n greater to obtain a result not grossly sensitive to the dis-
creteness of variables.

.4STROPHYSICS

The maximum magnetic field that can be permitted can be esti-
mated from Liang5 who estimates the electron density for ~qual
emission from bremsstrahlung and synchrotrons radiation to be

= 2 3 x 103] T3’2 F(T) B~2 Z-] cm-3 ,n
e“

where T is kT /mc2 and F(T) is of order unity for T = 1, Hence to
keep synchrot~

. ~~% ‘aq~tio?
below hremsztr t ung in the low5density

plasma (n cm ) requires B . m-~~
q

orB < 3 x 10 gauss.
Since bre%sstrahlung is rather a w ak limit ~n the-prom=tis and the
high en~r~y photons come from compressed layers, a field of several
10 gauss would be acceptable. However, the limiting Qeld is far
less than what would contrul or funnel accrctiont 3 x 10 gauss, In
any event magnrtic field precllldes ~he usual interpretation of the
spectral structure as dw to .n cyclotron linr. Some of our calcu-
lations shcw features simil~r tc thu ob}’. rved dips at a few tens of
keV. Another possibility is that a par~lle: softer photon ~ourcr
gives rise to these featurt=s.J1

We feel that one pos~ihle astrophyfiica] ciruumstunce in which
the field-free acrrelion we describr could ~rrur is th~ instal)ility
of a Krplerian disc whrn i: intersects, i.r. touchc’fi, thr n{-utron
star surfacr, Friction and turhulenct’ wi I I L)IPII rnusr sorer low



density mass to accrete. Other possible candidates are super-
Eddington thermal conduction to the surface from the interior of the
neutron star or shocks that s~quentially blow off surface layers
that subsequently fall back. In both these po~sible examples one
difficulty is the high atomic number of the neutron star matter
results in high opacity and high photon emission. Comet accretion
into an orbit that subsequently decays by gravitational wave
emission is another possibility.
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